By Kimberly Epier
Staff Writer

Three months ago, as students returned to Isla Vista for another school year, Nicole Singer sat with her best friend Stephanie Nelson, holding her hand and telling her it was all right to die. Tonight, Nicole will tell Stephanie's story during a panel discussion of people affected and infected by the AIDS virus, as part of the seventh annual World AIDS Day.

"I do it to increase awareness — it's not about them, it's about us," Singer said. "She was a heterosexual female who didn't have a lot of boyfriends and he was her boyfriend, her best friend and she trusted him. It could happen to anyone."

Stephanie was one of 436 AIDS cases documented by Santa Barbara Health Care Services as of Sept. 1, 1994. Twenty years later, her battle ended.

### Campus Remembers Victims of AIDS During World Day

Die-in Ceremony, Personal Experiences Illustrate Impact

By Suzanne Garner
Staff Writer

New signs of life are stirring in the former Isla Vista and graduate restaurant, the Grill. The new establishment, the Isla Vista Beer Co., will be akin to the IVBC — pool tables rather than other forms of entertainment, however, had little to do with pool tables behind the bar will likely set it apart, according to manager Billy Siegal.

"It'll be pretty much like it was as the pool tables, a bar and restaurant. However, the 50 beer taps behind the bar will likely set it apart, according to manager Billy Siegal.

The new IVBC is similar to other establishments the company owns, Singal added. "We're trying a new approach," he said.

The location on Embarcadero del Norte has seen two businesses come and go since the Graduate left in 1990 — the Anaconda, which offered live music, and the J.V. Billiards Club. After the closure of the Anaconda, which lost its liquor license due to the mayhem incited by the mixture of bands and alcohol, live music permits have been hard to come by in I.V., according to J.V. Foot Patrol office manager Diana Halliberton.

The decision to fill the building with pool tables rather than other forms of entertainment, however, had little to do with the difficulty of obtaining a permit, according to Siegal.

"That might have something to do with it... I don't know what we're allowed to see IVBC, p.5

### Digging In

The Gauchos' women's volleyball team trounced the Princeton Tigers at home in the Thunderdome Wednesday night in three consecutive games. Middle blocker Shirley Aboyme was a big part of the defense, diving for digs.

### Local Airport Receives Opposition With Plans of Expanding Runways

By Michael Ball
Staff Writer

Santa Barbara has begun planning for expansion and renovation of its airport's facilities in hopes of improving service for local travelers. The Santa Barbara Municipal Airport Master Plan calls for the lengthening of the facility's runways and the expansion of the airfield terminal to accommodate projected increases in passenger traffic and to meet federal safety guidelines, according to Janice Hubbell, Community Development Dept. project planner.

The field's north-south runway will be lengthened by over 800 feet, while 400 feet will be added to the east-west strip. Both extensions would include Federal Aviation Administration-mandated runway safety areas which the airport currently does not process.

The additions will also help airlines avoid FAA weight penalties for some flights, according to Hubbell.

"For certain planes, you need longer runways to take off with a full load of passengers and baggage," she said. "If the runways are not long enough, you have to take weight penalties which result in a reduction in passengers and cargo on each flight."

One of the benefits of avoiding such penalties is that nonstop flights to certain destinations would be more accessible from the airport, according to Hubbell. "Right now, Chicago is one of the top 10 destinations of Santa Barbara travelers. But due to the weight penalties, we cannot offer nonstop travel to Chicago," she said. "Currently, most passengers on their way to that city must stop in Denver first. The reduction in penalties would allow us to meet the market for flights to Chicago."

The extension is raising concerns with conservationists, who fear it may cause irreparable damage to the Goleta Slough, which lies between the airport and UCSB.

Ron Hurst, Audubon Society conservation chair, believes an extension of the north-south airstrip could prove disastrous on the wetland ecosystem. "We are completely against expanding the north-south runway," he said. "They would have to put in tons of tons of fill dirt in the road. There are a lot of sensitive species in that area that may not react well."

The runway would extend into a crucial area of wetland, Hurst added. "It is the entrance to the slough, where the channel to the slough enters the ocean. It's already a bottleneck. Filling it in would make more of a bottleneck and we don't know what kind of consequences we can expect in such a situation. It's such a unique wetland. There is no
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IVRPD to Introduce New Members, Review Projects

The Isla Vista Recreation and Park District Board will meet tonight to discuss ongoing projects and welcome two new directors, elected on the November ballot.

The primary piece of new business will be the introduction of newly elected Geoff Green and Peggen Souris to the board, both of whom won by a considerable margin over five other hopefuls.

The chairman of the board, Hal Kopeikin, must be rotated to accommodate the new directors, according to Assistant General Manager Joe Burke.

"It is my understanding that if they don't rotate the chair, then there won't be a chair for the first meeting of the new board because this is Director Kopeikin's last meeting as board chair," Burke said. "The new board is free to elect a new chair at their first meeting."

It will be necessary for the future IVRPD board members to become familiarized with ongoing developments, according to Director Brad Hufschmid.

"It will be the first chance for the new board to get acquainted with the issues," he said. "We want to give them a chance to give their opinions."

The meeting will begin with a "populati," in which members of the community will have an opportunity to voice opinions and concerns. General Manager Roger Lagerquist will then give his report.

Old business includes possible equipment needed for the district parks and continuing improvements to Estero Recreation Area. General Manager Roger Lagerquist will also be discussed, as well as the planning and development of Kids' Trail Park.

The IVRPD board meeting will be held at 7 p.m.

—Sylvia Luis
AIDS
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In the evening, people personally affected by HIV/AIDS will hold a
panel discussion in the San Nicolas Hall formal lounge at 7 p.m. For Sin­
ger, talking about Sitphana­nia's experience has helped her through the last
three months.
"It was something she wanted to do when she was alive, but she didn't
feel well enough," Singer
said. "She really wanted to
get out, so for me this is a
gift."

Reminding people to
treat infected individuals
with respect and compas­sion is an important point
for Singer.
"I think people with
AIDS become their dis­ease and they're not peo­ple
anymore," she said. "They forget you're a per­son who wants to do all
the things you've always
wanted to do."

The presentations have been
designed to encour­age realistic approaches to
the AIDS epidemic, ac­cording to Loewy.
Forty-four percent of
students surveyed at
UCSB never use a con­dom... I'm dismayed, I'm worried, I'm scared, I'm
saddened, but I'm not
shocked," he said. "On an
intellectual level, a cogni­tional level, they're aware this
doesn't just happen to gay
people. But on a gut level,
that doesn't just happen to gay
people."

Loewy also said that AIDS
is not spreading as quickly
as expected, but warned
that "spectrum is not a cure.
It's still a problem."

There is no cure for AIDS,
and the disease is still
deadly. But the medical
community continues to make
progress in treating the
illness.

"We're basically using
it to get to meetings and
to run errands," he said.
"When I've got to get to
West Campus or Santa
Zita, I'll use it in lieu of
using a gasoline­
powered vehicle."

Housing and Residen­tial
Services has pur­chased a Ford pickup
truck as well, Johnson
said. "We bought the truck
from a Ford dealership
in town and it is currently
being converted to Los
Angeles by a company
called EcoFrame," he
said. "It will be used for
maintenance purposes,
especially at the off­
campus apartments. In
using compressed na­
tural gas, we won't smog
people out nearly as
much as we would with
regular gasoline."

Students can also
make arrangements to
use the vehicles on their
own, Johnson said.
"Anyone who is inter­
ested in viewing the vehi­cles can certainly contact
me at 893-3092 and we'll
set aside a time for them
to see them," he said.
—Eric Steuer

Enviro-Wagon to Educate Dining Commons Patrons

UCSB's Housing and Residential Services' electric­powered car will
be on display today as part of Energy, Transpor­
tation and Water Waste Awareness Day.

The Ford Escort sta­
tion wagon can be
viewed throughout the
day, according to Ed
Johnson, Housing and
Residential Services en­
vironmental manager.

"The car will be on dis­
play at the Carrillo Di­
ing Commons in the
morning, Ortega in the
afternoon and at De La
Guerra in the evening," he
said.

Alternative forms of
energy are important in
the fight against pollu­
tion, Johnson said.
"The advantage of
clean, electric cars is that there
is no pollution produced in
running it," he said.
"We want students to
know that there are other
options besides gasoline­
powered cars and that
they are available now."

The car is currently
used by staff members
to get around campus, ac­cording to Wilfred
Brown, Housing and Re­
sidential Services

Our Actuarial Interns
Don't Just Crunch Numbers.

At Transamerica Life Companies
our future is in the hands and minds
of our actuaries.

So we offer an intensive Summer
Internship Program that trains you
to develop, price and market financial
security products and to analyze the
financial results. Our program includes:
- Hands-on work experience
- Staff-led seminars
- Study time for actuarial exams
- Exam reimbursements
- Recognition reception

If you're a self-motivated achiever,
inspired by innovation and excellence,
you'll find the challenges rewarding at
Transamerica Life Companies.

Come To Our
Actuarial Program
Information Session
December 2, 1994
2:30PM - 4:00PM
Chumash Room -
University Center

Transamerica Life Companies
Working together is the best policy.*

*Transamerica Life Companies is one of the Transamerica Corporation's financial services. Information is subject to change. Please contact your local office for more information.

Don't Miss Out!
Choose from thousands & thousands of
namebrand clothing from the largest
Department Stores, hottest Catalogs &
Retail Stores. Happy Thanksgiving.

Dec. 8-Dec. 14
Earl Warren
Showgrounds

Attention Students:
Help needed to run the above clothing sale. Please apply in person on Tuesday and
Wednesday, December 6th and 7th. From 8am-5pm at Earl Warren Showgrounds.
(Corner of Hwy 101 & Las Positas) Rate: $5.50/hr + Discount. Over 50 positions
available from December 6th through December 16th.
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Continued from p.3 and gain valuable experience by teaching a course Spring Quarter.

I get an office and a library card and a chance to work on my dissertation," she said. "I'm getting paid to study and my obligation to the school is that I get to teach a course in the spring. It's really a neat program.

While the Chicano Dissertation Fellowship has been taking place for several years, the recipients often leave the campus after the one-year term for employment elsewhere, Willstatter said. "They're appointed for a year to give them some experience and help them with their dissertations," she said. "They'll be moving on unless the university decides to hire them. But that doesn't happen very often."

The appointment of two Chicana dissertation fellows is an excellent service provided by the Chicano Studies Dept., according to acting Chair Don Zimmerman. "I think the department of Chicano studies is able to perform a very important service by being able to have these Chicana dissertation fellows," he said. The appointment of dissertation fellows is not related to the hunger strike agreement solidified in spring 1994, according to Zimmerman. "This has been going on for several years," he said, adding that the appointment of Perez-Torres is also separate from the strike. Perez-Torres, Oropeza and Espinoza will be formally introduced to the campus community at El Centro, Building 406, in the Activity Room, from 4-6 p.m.

IVBC
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Also high prices," Ventura said. Side Pockets, according to owner Chris Ventura. "Hopefully, they've got really high prices," Ventura said. Side Pockets, which does not serve beer, is handicapped by running a dry establishment, he added. "I'm struggling here without beer," Ventura said. "I'm doing renovations and if they cut into me hard, that might change my game plan. All the tables might go and I'll do something else."

The Alcoholic Beverage Control Dept. will visit I.V. within the next few weeks, offering a class to educate alcohol-serving establishments about certain laws and procedures, Halliburton said. "A lot of new businesses who come in who haven't worked in a college town aren't always aware," she said. "Just because someone gives you an I.D., it doesn't necessarily mean it's their I.D."

The IVBC does not expect fresh problems to arise with the new bar. "There is concern with all places that have a happy hour or a time when alcohol can be consumed in a short period," Halliburton said. Deterring minors from attaining alcohol is another concern. "We do bar checks in every establishment here," Halliburton said. "It is definitely a priority."

BY GARY LARSON

Woodstock's Pizza 928 E. Emb. del Norte 968-6969
A recent survey revealed that 44 percent of sexually active UCSB students never use a condom.

Currently, those between the ages of 18 and 23 are in the highest-risk group for new AIDS cases. It only takes a minute. Protect yourselves.

December 1, 1994

WORLD AIDS DAY

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

DONOVAN CESEK/COURTESY THE WASHINGTON POST

What’s Missing in This Picture?

“Whoever named it necking was a poor judge of anatomy.”
—Groucho Marx

• A recent survey revealed that 44 percent of sexually active UCSB students never use a condom.

• Currently, those between the ages of 18 and 23 are in the highest-risk group for new AIDS cases. It only takes a minute. Protect yourselves.

The Reader’s Voice

All in It Together

Editor, Daily Nexus

This article is in response to Tom Abbi-son and his racist views as stated in the Reader's Voice on Nov. 28. Tom, Tom, Tom. Where can I begin? As some of the “one hundred-odd Broyles-Gonzalez groupies” gathered to protest something that they believe in, I was impressed by the way they partied and by the fact that this demonstration showed that change lies within the people. You know, you’re right Tom. Some of these people did skip high school class to make this demonstration, and some surely “enjoyed the bus ride from L.A.” But that is not the point. You see, Tom, I think you may be educated, but I will say this: To in?ult a group of people is exercising their right to demonstrate.

The problem is, no one does. As I watched the demonstration, it struck me as odd that I did not see one person who wasn’t of Mexican descent. That’s bullshit! Even if you don’t know how to protest, you could possibly learn something by watching a demonstration. People are standing up for their rights, for what they believe in, and they might learn something by taking interest.
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That experience stayed with me, though I believe, leading me in the future to consider my missing religion. I got to thinking about the number of times and the myriad of ways in which I was given negative feedback and, when and when all added up, hit me a lot harder than I thought it would. I was also inspired to be more understanding of my mother when I discovered that on a Hanukkah celebration for my kindergarten class, she began to serve the kids potato latkes, which are some like miniature pancakes. I will never forget how my mother volunteered to put on a Hanukkah celebration for my kindergarten class. All went well until a roommate of mine revealed that her parents were people who have a tendency to discrimination. There was the time that a friend of mine, who attends a university in central Texas, put her one to a Jew and before wanting to know what they sounded like.

Once we got to talking, she asked me if it was true that I had to wait for a long time before I spent the time and effort it took to achieve the degree of understanding I possess. She then went on to say that she had never heard of a boy who was so interested in forming a group of people who are gentle while carnivores are vicious. I don't know if Mr. Moon has ever been up to a carnivore's house, but all I know is that the energy in meat is proven smarter than their vegetarian counterparts. Though herbivores have more endurance, and therefore a carnivore spends little time eating and more time fighting the brand of hateful ignorance that, unfortunately, remains for too common.
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The most interesting part of this is how we became sentient beings. We are gentle while carnivores are vicious. I don't know if Mr. Moon has ever been up to a carnivore's house, but all I know is that the energy in meat is proven smarter than their vegetarian counterparts. Though herbivores have more endurance, and therefore a carnivore spends little time eating and more time fighting the brand of hateful ignorance that, unfortunately, remains for too common.

The most interesting part of this is how we became sentient beings. We are gentle while carnivores are vicious. I don't know if Mr. Moon has ever been up to a carnivore's house, but all I know is that the energy in meat is proven smarter than their vegetarian counterparts. Though herbivores have more endurance, and therefore a carnivore spends little time eating and more time fighting the brand of hateful ignorance that, unfortunately, remains for too common.
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way to mitigate flooding it is.

However, the airport is working to help improve the wetlands during the facility's upgrade, according to Hubbell.

"We want to improve the situation at the slough, especially for the smaller animals," she said. "The idea is to come up with a plan to help with restoration of the area."

Another concern raised by the proposed addition is that UCSB may experience an unreasonable increase in noise pollution with planes taking off over the ocean.

According to Barbara Rodgers Gardner of the Pacifica Graduate Insti­tute, when she taught at UCSB in the late 1980s, the sound level from small planes alone was unbearable.

"When little planes were coming in over cam­pus, we'd have to stop lec­tures until the planes passed," she said. However, the addition of the north-south runway would allow passenger jet takeoffs to be shifted from the east-west airstrip, ac­cording to Hubbell.

"This would cause a shift to allow planes to take off over the ocean, re­ducing noise over residen­tial areas," she said. Community concerns of larger planes flying in and out of the airport are largely unfounded, as there are currently no plans for such operations, according to Hubbell.

"747s can land here, but not with passengers and cargo. The runway is not thick enough," she said. "For these larger planes, you need a two-story ter­minal. We're not building a two-story terminal."

Hubbell admits the planning of the north­south runway may entail more difficulties for the airport than other aspects of the Master Plan.

"This has a lot more problems than anything else we're proposing," she said. "If we create a big in­crease in noise over UCSB or create a major wetlands disturbance due to the noise, we will have to con­sider restricting takeoffs from this runway."

Among the other prop­osals in the Master Plan is the expansion of the air­line terminal by up to 40,000 square feet to ac­commodate passenger and airline needs for security and cargo space.

The planning process is currently in the review stage and an environmen­tal impact report will be produced by mid-spring to determine the conse­quences the city can expect from the airport expan­sion, according to Hubbell.

Public information meetings have already been held by the airport in October and more are planned for January, Hub­bell said.

Sell It Now...Wow!

Advertise in the Nexus Classifieds

Before you need to make a single payment, Mercury will have orbited the sun, your New Year's resolutions will have been broken and the love of your life will have come and gone at least three times.

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER.

We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh, we're making it easier for you to buy something else you really need—time. Because for a limited time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, or other peripheral without making a single payment for 90 days. Combine that with no hassles, no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the power every student needs. The power to be your best. Come to the new UCSB Computer Store in the University Center. Check out our new products & new prices! 805/893-3538

Hurry in today and shop before the holidays!

Apple Computer Loan (effective February 17, 1994). The Apple Computer Loan offers better terms than any bank's, and is available with no complicated forms, no hassles, and no credit check. Under the 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you have the option of purchasing any Apple product at the杀学 retail price without making a single payment for 90 days. It's not a loan; it's a lease! You have the option of purchasing any Apple product at the杀学 retail price without making a single payment for 90 days. It's not a loan; it's a lease! No complicated forms, no hassles, and no credit check. Under the 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, or other peripheral without making a single payment for 90 days. Combine that with no hassles, no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the power every student needs. The power to be your best. Come to the new UCSB Computer Store in the University Center. Check out our new products & new prices! 805/893-3538
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Hurry in today and shop before the holidays!
By Daniel Solomon
Staff Writer

The UCSB men's basketball team will open its 1994-95 regular season tonight at 8 p.m. against Wagner College in the third annual Gaucho Classic. Should the Gauchos win, they will face the winner of this evening's 6 p.m. contest between Weber State and Delaware on Saturday night at 8 p.m. should they lose, they will face the losing team on Saturday at 6 p.m. All four games will be played in the Thunderdome.

Santa Barbara (11-17 overall, 9-9 in Big West in 1993-94) enters the tournament after a brief 1-1 preseason. In that time, Head Coach Jerry Pimm was able to solidify a starting five which features senior point guard Tecon Madden, junior off guard Lelan McDougall, senior small forward Wayne Butts, junior power forward Mark Fick and senior center Doug Muse.

"This early in the season, we're looking at how we're going to be best in a particular line-up," Pimm said. "Right now, I look at us as having six starters on the outside positions and that playing time should be divided fairly equally right now."

Pimm's impressive preseason play earned him the starting spot over senior Duane Carter, who redshirted the '93-'94 campaign because of an Achilles' tendon injury. However, Carter should be UCSB's top bench player, seeing time at both the four and five spots.

In the backcourt, Madden is coming off an ankle injury which forced him to miss the squad's final exhibition game. What's more, his job won't be easy tonight defending Wagner point guard Tony Rice (6-foot-5), who averaged 8.4 points, 4.6 rebounds and 4.4 assists per game last season.

Hey You! Keep reading. There's a men's basketball game tonight (in case you skipped the article.) You can go if you get tickets. You can get tickets if you go to Storke Plaza from noon to 2:00 today. It's really that simple. I promise. Look for the sign. Thank you.

Santa Barbara Hosts 3rd Annual Gaucho Classic

WIN

Continued from p.12

Slo, who tallied eight kills at .338 and led the team with six block assists. For Princeton, Edwards led the attack and the defense with five kills and 10 digs. Better Kristen Spatz and Colleen Hargis each had seven digs.

Remembering last season's devastating loss to Minnesota in the second round of the NCAA tournament, the Gauchos took a completely different approach to this season's tournament.

"As an opponent, we learned last year not to undermine anyone, not to overlook anyone," Stiner explained. "We keyed on their outside hitter. We did well at shutting her down. We knew what we were up against and prepared for them. The rhythm was slower than we are used to, but that helped us. We have to be used to that because we'll face all different kinds of teams in the NCAAs. We just have to take each game one at a time."

With the win over the Tigers, Santa Barbara heads north to Stockton on Saturday to face conference rival University of the Pacific.

French said.

After their Trojan encounter, the Gauchos host Northridge on Friday of Dead Week at 7:30 p.m. in the Thunderdome.

It is better to light a candle than to curse the darkness!

Thursday, December 1st at 7:00 pm

Gala Candle-Lighting
Storke Plaza

A celebration of Jewish pride and culture, followed by an evening of latkes and Seinfeld.

Sponsored by United Jewish Appeal & Hillel

Friday, December 2nd at 6:00 pm

Shabbat/Chanukah at Hillel

777 Camino Pescadero

Join us for lighting dozens of menorahs, then Shabbat services and a catered meal.

Free and open to everyone.

Call 968-1280 for info.
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It's everywhere you want to be.
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**Superdupaliforniafragilistic-expiadoicous!**

Yes indeedie! The Weekend Connection—this Friday in the Daily Nexus!

---

**Two essential ingredients for a perfect date:**

A date and this...

---

**Lost & Found**

LOST A SHAPED GOLD FOR $95 PEARS SENTIMENTAL VALUE PLEASE CALL PERRY HOGG 408-322-3522

---

**AQUATIC BIOLOGY MAJORS**

You are invited to try a marine biology test guide for $950. The test will be held on Dec. 13 from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Biology Building, room 100. The test will consist of two parts: Part I, which covers basic aquatic biology concepts, and Part II, which covers more advanced topics in aquatic biology. The test will be open book, but calculators and personal computers are not allowed.

**RESEARCH REPORTS**

**Research**

**OTHER**

---

**BUSINESS PAPERS**

---

**WANTED 2 PEOPLE**

Karen Myer & Lisa 1036 Sango, both & available. Allows touch. Help us out. In return we will find you a free roommate or a free apartment. We are very helpful and have lots of experience. Please contact us to arrange a meeting.

---

**Registerd Campus Challenges**

Want an office or storage box in the UCen? APPLY NOW!

---

**PERSONALS**

Clear up your credit history. $2000 savings. Limited time offer. Contact: American Student, 200 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94103.
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**Happy Birthday to You**

Happy Birthday to you...

**TYPING**

Accurate Word Processing #1 805-966-4311. 
15 years of experience. Professional, 
quick, accurate, affordable.

**RESUMES**

Rees, Robert 687-1349

Contact:

David 805-966-4311

Writing Designed Person M.O'N City Service 
Student Directory

**FIND A JOB**

Desire your resume, exact, sincere, 
organized. 805-966-4311

**CAMPUS COURT APPTS**

Has Drastically Reduced 
Our Furnished 2BD 2BA $895** $735** 
2BD-2BTH $1050 mnth

**SANTA BARBARA NORTH APARTMENTS**

Now Renting 
Large 2 Bedroom 2 Bath 
Clean, quiet complex, pool 
Large, sunny, fully furnished 
Parking. Over 100 people already 
rented!

**Hudson’s 3979 State Street (In Five Points Center)**

**ONLY $499/month**

**SANTA BARBARA**

3979 State Street
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**TRAVEL**

Super 8 Pacific Station 
210 Pacific Station Way 
Kemps Corner, CA 93030-8144 
805-965-6111

**OUTDOORS**

**TIPS**

Get your memories out of your head.

**HOME BODY CASE W/50mm LENS + LEATHER SENSITIVE w/ 2 pedals $200 and GIVE OFFER BOB AT $375 takes it 968-3755
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**Spikers Sweep Princeton in First Round**

UCSB Beats Tigers 15-3, 15-1, 15-9 in T-Dome

Before Heading to Meet University of Pacific

By Jenny Kok
Staff Writer

The first step the UCSB women's volleyball team needed to successfully take was to beat Princeton in the first round of the NCAA Tournament. Mission accomplished.

Looking past the controversy of the postseason pairings and looking forward to the challenge ahead, the Gauchos advanced to the second round after sweeping the Princeton Tigers last night, 15-3, 15-1, 15-9.

"Last year we had everything going our way [in a matchup that favored UCSB] and it didn't work out," UCSB Head Coach Kathy Gregory explained. "This year we had to play without Heather [Col­ling]. Of course, we had an opponent that didn't have any NCAA experience. Now I look at it and think that if we had a bye, we wouldn't have played for a week and Heather would have probably not prac­ticed all week. Princeton's caliber isn't as heavy as other teams, but we played to play and that should benefit us going into Pacific.

Having to play without team co-captain Collins, the Gauchos were given the task of finding a way to compensate for her loss on the court. Against the Tigers the team tried to work itself out. UCSB got the chance to experiment with a different lineup while not being threatened as much by the opposition.

"In game one, the Gauchos quickly found their momentum, finding themselves at a 4-0 lead before Princeton could score off of a Gaucher error. Unfortunately for the Tigers, it wasn't nearly enough to break the Gauchos, and the home team quickly found their way to a 1.0 game lead. 

"We had a lot of chances early in the first game," Princeton Head Coach Glen Nelson admitted. "We dog balled and had swings to score points. We must have had five chances to score points and took advantage of none of them. So at the time the score was 6-1, it could have easily been 5-3 us."

UCSB dominated and throughout the second game, where the Gauche attack and serving led the team to a 2-0 lead. The only point Princeton could score was given to them by a UCSB hitting error.

In game three, the Tigers made an attempt at a comeback, finding a way to compensate for a few Gauche errors and hitting more confidently. Down 5-1, Princeton started a five-point run, putting up three successive points. Down 5-1, Princeton scored five straight points to tie the match up at one game each.

"We took this first-round match and took it in the right way and used it for our advantage," Gaucher senior Sheila Abonye said. "We came out fired up.

Abonye compensated for the loss of Collins' dig­ging power, leading the team with 10 digs. She tailed four blocks and four kills at a .273 hitting percentage. Keys also helped out the team, putting out eight kills and putting up three suc­ceessful blocks, but keeping the team at the net was middle blocker Tammy Stiner.

See WIN, p.9

---

**Gauchos Pulverize Mustangs With Defense; SB Executes Offense, Beating SLO 96-55**

By Deborah Rafii
Staff Writer

Having to move to Robertson Gym due to the first-round NCAA women's volleyball playoff match, the UCSB women's basketball team staged a blowout of their own, defeating Cal Poly San Luis Obispo 96-55 last night.

The Gauchos (3-0) gained possession of the ball at tip-off and went on to take the lead for the du­ration of the game. After a pair of victories last week against Estonia and the University of San Fran­cisco, offensive execution was stressed at the weak­ness of the team by both the coaching staff and players. Despite the SLO win, UCSB Head Coach Mark French still sees ex­ecution as the team's greatest concern.

"I think we improved on execution, since our goal was to get better," French said. "We looked better tonight, but I think we're still behind. Offensive execution was sloppy against the Mustangs and we have to make some major improvements."

Los Angeles Times Staff Writer

"To beat USC, we're go­ing to have to play aggres­sively and continue to put pressure on the ball. To beat USC, we're go­ing to have to play aggressively and continue to put pressure on the ball."

---

**UCSB domination car­ried into and throughout the second game, where the Gauche attack and serving led the team to a 2-0 lead. The only point Princeton could score was given to them by a UCSB hitting error.**

**UCSB dominated and throughout the second game, where the Gauche attack and serving led the team to a 2-0 lead. The only point Princeton could score was given to them by a UCSB hitting error.**